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Introduction
I’ve been collecting Greenland stamps and postal history material for
over 25 years. Although it sounds like a pretty limited area, I find that it
is quite varied and provides an opportunity for collecting some
extremely interesting items that require significant research in order to
understand them.

I want to share an example of this with you that involves a set of five
covers I’ve acquired over a very long time period. Seldom seen in the
past, it has been quite a while since I’ve seen another specimen. For
what you will see is an obvious reason I call this small set of covers my
Pole to Pole collection.

First Cover
The first cover was prepared and posted by Major (?) C. B. Klein from Thule, Greenland.
The cancel is not clear with respect to month or year but based on the stamps used it looks
to be sometime in mid 1961. Enough of it is discernable to identify it as the Army & Air
Force Postal Service APO 23 #10 Type C cancel shown in the DAKA GF-5 catalog.

BMEWS
BMEWS stands for Ballistic Missile Early Warning System. BMEWS was a
radar system built by the United States (with the cooperation of Canada and
Denmark on whose territory some of the radars were sited) during the Cold
War to give early warning of a Soviet intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM)
nuclear strike, to allow time for US bombers to get off the ground and landbased US ICBMs to be launched, to reduce the chances that a preemptive
strike could destroy US strategic nuclear forces.
The shortest (great circle) route for a Soviet ICBM attack on North America is
across the North Pole, so the BMEWS facilities were built in the Arctic at
Clear Air Force Station in central Alaska, and Site J near Thule Air Force Base,
Thule, Greenland.
When it became clear in the 1950s that the Soviet Union was developing
ICBMs, the US was already building an early-warning radar system in the
Arctic-the DEW line, but it was designed to detect bombers and did not have
the capability of tracking ICBMs.
BMEWS at Thule was operational by October 1960.

BMEWS
Site J at Thule

Radar Coverage

First Cover
The cover was addressed
to Demetrio Voznesenski;
Orcas Navy Detachment;
Antarctica, Argentina.
The address indicates via
Ushuaia, Argentina.
Markings and the
signature indicate the
cover was received at Isla
Laurie, Las Orcadas Del
Sud on December 8th,
1962.

First Cover
Transit markings on the back of the cover include Ushuaia, a city located in
Tierra del Fuego, then Bahia Aguirre, an Argentine Navy ship. Finally the
Orcadas Naval Detachment and Orcadas Naval Observatory receipt markings.

Ushuaia and Bahia Aguirre
Ushuaia is the capital of Tierra del Fuego, Antártida e Islas del Atlántico Sur Province, Argentina. It is the
southernmost city in the world.
Bahia Aguirre is a ship in the Argentine Navy that was originally designed and commissioned as a troop
transport in March 1950. The Bahia Aguirre was sold in October 1987.
Ushuaia, Tierra del Fuego

Bahia Aguirre

Isla Laurie, Las Orcas del Sud
60°43′43″S 44°31′05″W (Isla Laurie)
Base Orcadas is an Argentine scientific
station in Antarctica, and the oldest of
the stations in Antarctica still in
operation. It is located on Laurie Island,
one of the South Orkney Islands (Spanish:
Islas Orcadas del Sur), at 4 meters (13.1
ft) above sea level and 170 meters (558
ft) from the coastline. The nearest port is
the Argentine city of Ushuaia, which is
1,502 km (933 mi) away.
Established by the Scottish National
Antarctic Expedition in 1903 and
transferred to the Argentine government
in 1904, the base has been permanently
populated since, being one of six
Argentine permanent bases in
Argentina's claim to Antarctica, and the
first permanently inhabited base in
Antarctica.

Isla Laurie, Las Orcas del Sud
60°43′43″S 44°31′05″W (Isla Laurie)

Second Cover
The second cover appears to be related to the first. It was prepared and
posted by Demetrio Voznesenski during the 1961/1962 Argentine Antarctic
campaign from the Radiopostal Office on Isla Laurie, Islas Orcadas del Sur.

Second Cover
The cover was addressed to Mr. Herbert H.
Hillmann at Camp Century, Greenland. It
started its journey on December 15th, 1961.
Note the signatures of both Demetrio
Voznesenski and the commander of the
military unit. On the back is a transit
marking showing the cover made it to
Ushuaia on May 9th, 1963.

Camp Century, Greenland
77.1667° N, -61.1333° E
Camp Century was an Arctic United States military scientific research base in
Greenland. It was situated 150 miles east of Thule Air Base. It was built and publicly
promoted as being a base for scientific research, but decades later it was
discovered that in actuality that was the cover story for Project Iceworm-the
installation of sites for launching nuclear missiles. This project was kept secret even
from the host nation of Denmark. Construction of the camp and sub-glacial nuclear
reactor began without explicit permission from the government of Denmark
leading to a political dilemma for Prime Minister H. C. Hansen.

Powered by a nuclear reactor, the camp operated from 1959 until 1967. The base
consisted of 21 tunnels with a total length of 9,800 feet (3.0 km). Project Iceworm
was aborted after it was realized that the ice sheet was not as stable as originally
assessed resulting in the missile basing concept not being feasible.
Camp Century was abandoned and the reactor removed. However, many tons of
toxic waste remain buried under the ice and continue to be an environmental
concern, particularly with the general trend of ice mass decreasing and the
possibility that these materials will eventually get exposed to the surface.

Camp Century,
Greenland

Second Cover
The cover didn’t make it
all the way to Camp
Century. It did make it to
Camp Tuto, Greenland
based on the handstamp
on the front of the cover
overlapping the Islas
Orcadas del Sur cancel in
the lower right.

This conclusion is
supported by the
handwritten note on
the back of the cover
dated September 24th,
1963. The second line
of the note is “USA
PR&DC” which stands
for the Polar Research
and Development
Center which was
located at Camp Tuto.
The transit markings
on the back show the
cover received
directory service at
APO 23, Thule Air
Force Base, the next
day before it started
back south on its
return journey to the
Buenos Aires return
address stamped on
the back and
transposed in pencil to
the front.

Second Cover

Camp Tuto, Greenland
"Thule Take-Off" was a major U.S. Army operated research camp at the foot of the
Greenland ice cap, 18 miles (29 km) east of Thule Air Base. It operated from 1954 to
1966, with revisits for follow-up research.
Initially, from 1952, the Army Transportation Corps participated in cross-icecap
supply trains using tracked vehicle convoys, eventually reaching as far as Station
Nord on the east coast of Greenland. As the take-off point for the ice cap, the Army
Corps of Engineers then built Camp Tuto for its Polar Research and Development
Center (PRDC), and the site was used by the Snow, Ice and Permafrost Research
Establishment (SIPRE) and its successor the Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory (CRREL). Initially, the responsible agency was known as the 1st Engineer
Arctic Task Force (EATF). In September 1958, during the build-up to ice camp
construction, Camp Tuto was reportedly home to 450 military personnel, although
some were there seasonally. Numerous specialized Army offices conducted
research at Tuto. The camp left a sizable legacy in the scientific and technical
literature.

Camp Tuto, Greenland

At an elevation of 1,500 feet (460 m),
Camp Tuto had a 2,000-foot (610 m)
runway with a hangar for use by Army
liaison and light cargo aircraft. A large
gravel ramp, over 1 mile (1.6 km) long,
was built across the ice cap terminal
slope, thus providing tracked vehicles
the ability to drive onto the ice cap and
proceed to destinations in the interior.
Major interior ice camp camps
supported were Camp Century, located
at about the 138 mile mark inland from
Tuto, and Camp Fistclench at Mile 218,
colocated with the Air Force's former
advance radar station Site 2 (N-34).
Along the flag-marked ice route,
survival cabins with supply caches were
set out at 30 mile intervals, also serving
for weather, radio, and search-andrescue tasks. Due to mapped crevasses,
the ice cap route was far from a
straight line.

Camp Tuto, Greenland

Ramp up to Ice Cap
The “Arctic Swing” refers to specialized cargo transporters that were designed with ten foot diameter tires for use on the Greenland Ice Cap.

Second Cover
The cover started its return journey on September 25th, 1963. It had a return address in Buenos
Aires rather than Isla Laurie so it didn’t quite make it from Pole to Pole twice. The individual named
in the return address was none other than Demetrio Voznesenski. It looks like he correctly surmised
the journey of the cover that he initiated would take longer than his tour of duty was scheduled for
on the Argentine Antarctic island.
The longest transit period of time for these two covers appears to be going from Isla Laurie to
Ushuaia. The Ushuaia transit marking on the first cover doesn’t have a date so we can’t determine
that from its postal markings. But the second cover shows it took from December 15 th, 1961 until
May 9th, 1963 for it to reach Ushuaia from Isla Laurie. It only took another four months and two
weeks for this cover to reach Camp Tuto, Greenland.

While researching information for this program I found a European on-line stamp dealer site that
had 6 similar covers that had been addressed from Demetrio Voznesenski during the 1961/1962
time period to various Arctic destinations including Franz Josef Land from Isla Laurie. The cost of
these covers was in excess of $85 each.
The remaining three covers in my Pole to Pole collection are not related to Isla Laurie but are quite
as interesting nonetheless.

Third Cover
This cover was prepared and posted as registered mail from Ushuaia, Tierra del Fuego-as we’ve
already learned, the southernmost city. It is addressed to Axel Hansen at the Geophysical
Observatory located in Godhavn, Greenland. The address indicates via Copenhagen, Denmark. The
Ushuaia cancellation with the Argentine flag in an Antarctic scene and Southern Cross in the sky on
interesting and appropriate Argentine stamps along with the map cachet lend tremendous interest
to this cover over and above its place in the topic of our program.

Third Cover
The cover was received by Axel Hansen in Godhavn but the postal markings don’t give us an indication of exactly when. The
receipt is evidenced by the Geophysical Observatory handstamp and Axel Hansen’s signature on the front and back of the
cover.
Front

Back

69° 14′ 50″ N, 53° 32′ 0″ W
During the 18th century, the
first whalers came to
Qeqertarsuaq, where they
found a suitable anchorage.
The town was founded as
Godhavn by the whaler
Svend Sandgreen in 1773.
The name was sometimes
anglicized as Guthaven and
the settlement was also
known as Lievely or Leifly. It
served as the northernmost
point in the enforcement of
the Danish rights to whaling
in the region. Whaling has
been of great importance to
the town over the past two
centuries. Hunting and
fishing are still the primary
occupations for the island's
inhabitants.

Godhavn, Greenland

Godhavn, Greenland
From an early date Godhavn shared the administration of Greenland with
Godthåb (modern Nuuk). Godhavn served as the capital for North Greenland
while Godthåb directed South Greenland. In 1862, a new law on municipalities
was passed and the so-called Directions were introduced in Greenland. The
primary task of the Directions was the administration of the means set apart for
social purposes: support for widows, orphans, and others in need. The Directions
also functioned as inferior courts in case of theft and other petty crimes. The
Directions also took active part in the fight against the spreading of distemper. In
Godhavn, they founded a kayak school for boys and a sewing school for girls.
The Councils of Northern and Southern Greenland were summoned to a meeting
in Godhavn on May 3rd, 1940. Following this meeting, administration for the
entire island was concentrated in Godthåb. The Chief Administrative Office was
abolished in 1950 at the establishment of the National Council of Greenland. With
the end of government positions in town, the local economy focused more
directly on hunting and fishing.

Third Cover
We do have a bound established for the receipt
date. The cover was franked with a Greenland
stamp by Axel Hansen which was then canceled in
Godhavn on July 8th, 1964. This indicates no more
than 3 ½ months to transit between Ushuaia and
Godhavn starting on the February 22nd, 1964
posting date.
There is no evidence consisting of additional transit
or other postal markings on the cover that this
franking and cancelation represents a return to the
sender in Argentina. The surface rate from
Greenland to South America for a letter weighing
less than 20 grams was 60 ore in 1964. This 35 ore
franking would only have covered the post card
rate.

Fourth Cover

This cover was prepared and
posted as an airgram addressed
to Mr. Ettori Salvatori at Vanda
Station, Ross Dependency (NZ)
over McMurdo Station (US),
Antarctica. The cancel used on
the 18 cents worth of US postage
franking the airgram is an Air
Force Postal Service APO 09023
Type C identified as Thule Air
Force Base #14 in the DAKA GF-5
catalog. The date on the cancel
is very hard to make out but
enough can be seen to confirm it
as March 13th, 1975.
The cover was received at Scott
Base, Ross Dependency on
September 3rd, 1975. It has a
handwritten “Unknown”
annotation with a Return to
Sender handstamp over the top
of the receipt stamp.

Scott Base and McMurdo Station
Scott Base
77°50′57″S 166°46′06″E
Scott Base is a New Zealand Antarctic
research facility located at Pram Point on
Ross Island near Mount Erebus in New
Zealand's Ross Dependency territorial
claim. The research facility was named in
honour of Captain Robert Falcon Scott,
RN, leader of two British expeditions to
the Ross Sea area of Antarctica. The base
was set up as support to field research
and the center for research into earth
sciences, and now conducts research in
many fields, operated by Antarctica New
Zealand.
By road, the base is 3 kilometres (1.9 mi)
from the larger U.S. McMurdo Station

Scott Base and McMurdo Station
McMurdo Station
The McMurdo Station is a United
States Antarctic research station on the
south tip of Ross Island, which is in the
New Zealand–claimed Ross
Dependency on the shore of McMurdo
Sound in Antarctica. It is operated by
the United States through the United
States Antarctic Program, a branch of
the National Science Foundation. The
station is the largest community in
Antarctica, capable of supporting up to
1,258 residents, and serves as one of
three United States Antarctic science
facilities. All personnel and cargo going
to or coming from Amundsen–Scott
South Pole Station first pass through
McMurdo.

Fourth Cover
With the handwritten
“Unknown” annotation and a
“Return to Sender”
handstamp over the top of the
receipt stamp on the front, the
airgram was sent to the
forwarding address. As
indicated on the back, this was
not Thule Air Force Base in
Greenland. The sender and
return address is W. Fial in
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
There are no postal markings
to give us an indication of
when it may have arrived.

Fifth Cover

The last cover in my Pole to Pole
collection was prepared and
posted from Base Area Teniente
Matienzo on September 8th, 1974.
It was mailed to Mr. Niels P.
Moulard in Egedesminde,
Greenland. The 1966 27.50 peso
air mail stamp on the left front of
the cover commemorates
launching of high altitude balloons
and Gamma Centauro sounding
rockets by Argentina from this base
in February 1965. The penguin
handstamp on the middle front of
the cover commemorates the
reopening of Base Area Teniente
Matienzo by Argentina on the day
this cover was mailed.
Very interesting to note is that the
“Retour” handstamps are on top of
the 8 peso ship stamp but under all
cancels and cachets on the front of
the cover.

Base Area
Teniente
Matienzo
64°58′32″S 60°04′17″W
Matienzo Base (Spanish: Base
Aérea Teniente Benjamín Matienzo,
or more often Base Matienzo or
Estación Matienzo) is an Argentine
Antarctic base and scientific
research station named after
Lieutenant Benjamín Matienzo, an
Argentine aviation pioneer. It is
located in Larsen Nunatak, one of
the Foca Nunataks, in Graham
Land, Antarctic Peninsula.

Base Area Teniente Matienzo
Lieutenant Matienzo Joint Base (Base Conjunta Teniente Matienzo) was founded
March 15th, 1961 through a joint effort by the Argentine Army and Air Force.
At the end of 1962 Matienzo was the launch site for the first major Air Force
operation in the Antarctic. In what was called Operación Sur (Operation South) a
Douglas C-47 commanded by Captain Mario Luis Olezza took off from the base trying
to reach the South Pole and then land at McMurdo Station. This attempt failed due to
a fire in the plane's engines. The mission was performed successfully in 1965.

Base Area Teniente Matienzo
On November 15th, 1963 the base was
transferred to exclusive command of the
Air Force and renamed Destacamento
Aeronáutico Teniente Matienzo.
In 1965 two Gamma Centauro sounding
rockets developed by the Argentine Air
Force and two high altitude balloons
carrying instruments for x-ray
measurements were launched from the
base. That year the base name was
changed to the present one.
Matienzo stayed closed through the
1972–1973 campaign and was reopened
on September 8th, 1974.

Egedesminde, Greenland
68°42′35″N 52°52′10″W
Aasiaat or Ausiait,
formerly Egedesminde,
is a town in the
Qeqertalik municipality
in western Greenland,
located in the heart of
Aasiaat Archipelago at
the southern end of
Disko Bay. With a
population of 3,069 as of
2020, it is Greenland's
fourth-largest town.

Fifth Cover
The back of the cover provides significant postal information.

Fifth Cover
First looking at the left portion
we find additional Argentine
stamps with a Buenos Aires
transit mark indicating the cover
was there on March 12th, 1975.
Based on this the cover did not
arrive in Buenos Aires until the
end of the 1974/1975 Argentine
Antarctic campaign with the
coming of winter in the southern
hemisphere.

Fifth Cover

Next looking at the right portion of the back there is a Greenland Postal Service label.
Translating the Danish the label indicates the addressee was unknown in
Egedesminde. The handstamp on the label shows a date of July 17th, 1975. The
Egedesminde cancel on the front of the cover appears to be a receipt marking with the
same date as the label on the back.
The cover took four months to travel from Buenos Aires, Argentina to
Egedesminde, Greenland.

Fifth Cover
Finally, looking once more at the back of the cover we find the return addressee is in fact
our friend Demetrio Voznesenski that was introduced to us during our analysis of the first
two covers from the Pole to Pole collection. The return address is in Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
Just below the return address on the back of the cover there is what looks like a receipt
handstamp with a July 23rd, 1975 date. If this is the cover only took six days to be returned
from Egedesminde, Greenland to Buenos Aires, Argentina-obviously traveling by air rather
than the previous four months of surface travel going from south to north.

Summary
I call this set of five covers my Pole to Pole collection, but only the fourth
cover actually traveled between locations both above the Arctic Circle (Thule
Air Force Base) and below the Antarctic Circle (Scott Base). The fifth cover
comes close but, although it is on the Antarctic continent, Base Area
Teniente Matienzo is located just over 1 ½ degrees north of the Antarctic
Circle. Isla Laurie is about 6 degrees north of the Antarctic Circle and
Ushuaia is about 12 degrees north of the Antarctic Circle.
The second, fourth and fifth covers clearly have evidence that they were
returned after reaching their destinations. But, based on the sender’s
address specified on the covers, all three were returned to Buenos Aires,
Argentina rather than their more remote originating locations. All three
return addresses are the same. The return addressee was Demetrio
Voznesenski for the second and fourth covers although it was more than
twelve years between the times they were prepared and posted.

Summary
We sill use the following information to support our summary discussion about the five covers.
Ushuaia, Argentina Coordinates: 54°48'0"S, 68°18'0"W
Isla Laurie Coordinates: 60°43′43″S, 44°31′05″W
Distance from Isla Laurie to Ushuaia: 933 miles
Buenos Aires, Argentina Coordinates: 34°36'13''S, 58°22'54''W
Scott Base Coordinates: 77°50′57″S, 166°46′06″E
Base Area Teniente Matienzo Coordinates: 64°58′32″S, 60°04′17″W
Thule Air Force Base Coordinates: 76°31′52″N, 68°42′12″W
Godthab, Greenland Coordinates: 69°14′50″N, 53°32′0″W
Egedesminde, Greenland Coordinates: 68°42′35″N, 52°52′10″W

Summary
Travel Times
• Cover 1: 18 months
• Cover 2: 21 months plus additional time to return to Buenos Aires from
Thule. Took 17 months outbound between Isla Laurie and Ushuaia.
• Cover 3: 4 ½ months
• Cover 4: 5 ½ months plus additional time to return to Buenos Aires from
Scott Base.
• Cover 5: 11 months

Summary
Travel Distances (Using appropriate major transit points like Ushuaia, Buenos Aires
and Christchurch with great circle calculations between major transit points)
• Cover 1: 10,600 miles
• Cover 2: 18,400 miles

• Cover 3: 9,100 miles
• Cover 4: 20,300 miles
• Cover 5: 17,000 miles

Conclusion
I hope you’ve enjoyed this investigation of my Pole to Pole collection of
covers. Who would have known that a collecting interest in a limited
scope region like Greenland could lead so far afield.
My presentation might lead you to start going beyond filling those
empty spaces in your stamp albums and dig deeply into what we call
postal history material associated with your own areas of collecting
interest.

